A Self-Actuated Cellular Protein Delivery Machine.
Engineered bacterial cells have great promise to solve global problems, yet they are hampered by a lack of convenient strategy for controlled protein release. A well-controlled protein translocation through cellular membranes is essential for cell-based protein delivery. Here we have developed a controlled protein release system by programming a bacterial autotransporter system named Ag43. Ag43 protein is engineered by adding a protease digestion site between its translocation and cargo domains. Once it is displayed on the cell surface, we managed to release the cargo proteins in defined conditions by processing environmental signals. The protein release in terms of time and quantity can be controlled through changing the inducer conditions. We thought that the release system can be adopted for complex genetic circuitries due to its simplicity. We implemented the protein release system to develop a cellular device that is able to release proteins in a sequence response to ordered chemical signals. We envision that development of genetically controlled protein release systems will improve the applications of synthetic organisms in cell based therapies, especially for cases with a need for controlled protein release using the cues from the biological environment.